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Foreword

Developing leaders
The Deloitte Legal Transition Lab is specifically designed to support leaders at the most challenging and critical  
times in their career.

Whether you are stepping up to a leadership role for the first time or are a seasoned General Counsel, a
structured plan  is critical to success.

Transition Labs are designed and equally effective for:

• First time General Counsels;

• Experienced GCs moving industry or organization;and

• GCs looking to refresh their priorities and plan objectives in their current role, e.g. following change  
in leadership or a change in organizationstrategy.

Every session in the Transition Lab is unique to the participant – no two Labs are the same – but our carefully  
researched methodology, tested approach and experience in hundreds of labs across our global network means  
that you are guaranteed to find the day challenging and rewarding to help you succeed.
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Time, talent & relationships

A single day to map your next six months
The GC Transition Lab is a one-day experience to ensure GCs are equipped to rapidly build momentum and 
thrive in their role.

Our research has revealed that the three critical resources to enable success for GCs are their time,  
talent and relationships.

You will be guided through the day by experienced facilitators as you create a bespoke plan.

Specifically you will:
• Define your aspirations;

• Consider where you spend your time;

• Assess your team and talent issues;

• Examine your relationships and influence;and

• Build your own 180-day plan.

Relationships: Unsurprisingly, to be  
successful, you must build relationships  
with stakeholders. Who are your most  
important stakeholders and how willyou  
communicate and engage with them?

Time: Crushing new demands will be  
made on your time, and you must treat it  
as your most valuable asset. What are your
priorities, where do you want to spend your  
time, and how will you enforce that?

Talent: Great talent not only makes you
look good but helps you make the most
of your time. Often, a new GCs’ biggest
regret is not moving fast enough on their
talent challenges and opportunities.

Time

Relations

Talent
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Effective transitions

Quotes from others
The Transition Lab is based on targeted research and interviews with leaders who have previously navigated  
transitions and disruption. In conversations conducted in many countries, leaders discussed the challenges
they faced and successes they achieved during their first 180 days in the role,  informing the Transition Lab 
structure and methodology.

“

One of the pleasures of the role is its breadth. You have to go from micro to macro. I try
t“o spend most of my time at macro so I don’t have to get down in the weeds.

Transformation is central now. The people and culture piece is bigger  
than before.

It’s critical to put in a team that can manage the legal stuff so I can focus on the
challenges and transformation.

There is a fear of change within the organization and by the Board as we  
have a legacy of non-compliance.
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Define your aspirations

Hopes, concerns & legacy
What do you want to be remembered for? We start the  
day exploring your hopes and concerns and defining  
the legacy you wish to leave behind. The day is then  
focussed around making your vision a reality.

Carrying the torch requires long-term vision that  
keeps the business strategy in sight
Too often, the urgent crowds out the important,and  
the things that really matter get set to one side.

It starts by aligning where you want to go, with where
the company needs to be.

Then, decisions can be made about the priorities that
will advance the larger vision, the vision for which you
will be remembered.

Important
It needs to be planned now and executed over the  
long-term because of its strategic benefit.

Urgent
It needs to be done immediately but can distract  
from the priorities that will advance the long-term  
business strategy.

Focus

What matters
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Consider where you spend your time

The Four Faces model
As a leader, there are endless demands on your time. The most successful GCs determine early how to  
balance their time and energy across four critical dimensions. Based on our research with GCs, we have  
developed the Four Faces model, which examines the roles and responsibilities in four key areas.

Utilizing this model, the Lab helps you to understand where you spend your time and where you wish  
to focus in the longer term.

Current% vs. Future%
(time allocation)
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Ambassador
Disruptor | Visionary | Innovator
Responsible for representing the legal position internally and 
externally. Create associations of trust and respect with key 
business stakeholders. 

Strategist
Direction Setter | Planner| Partner 

Provide leadership in determining strategic direction and align 
with business strategies. Support legally-effective business 

decision making. Advice on commercial terms of deals.

Steward
Monitor | Guardian | Deliverer
Protect and preserve the assets of the organisation. Accurate and 
timely regulatory and legal compliance. Set internal governance 
policies. Risk and crisis management.

Operator
Manager | Enabler| Coordinator

Balance costs and service levels to fulfill responsibilities. 
Supervise external legal counsel. Implement automation 

opportunities. Evaluate alternate resource model. 

YOU
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Define your key priorities

Assess and agree what’s important andurgent
Using the Four Faces model, the Lab gives you the opportunity to reflect on which key priorities will determine your success.

You will think and talk this through systematically, looking at alignment between your stakeholders’ expectations, the wider  
organization’s strategy and your desired legacy.

Key considerations
• Be wary of letting the urgent crowd out the important.

• What has the potential to slow you down? Are you covering or mitigating it adequately?

• What are the big issues?

• What and where are the largest drains in resources – either time or money?

High importance

High urgency
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Assess your team & talent issues

Your organization chart
Getting to the heart of talent issues quickly is at the centre of every successful transition story.

Figuring out which team members will advance your priorities is critical and needs to occur in an unbiased  
environment. As you progress through the Lab, structured exercises will reveal when talent must be applied to a  
priority and where talent could become aliability.

You will address questions such as:
• Who are your go-topeople?
• Who are your flight risks?
• Which resources can you use for yourpriorities?

Who can youdevelop  
vs. replace?

How will you recruit  
and retain talent?

Where can yousettle  
for B-team people?

Do you have a successionplan?

What skills do you need to move  
your priorities forward?
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Examine relationships & influence

Stakeholder analysis
Managing relationships is key. Your success will depend on having a plan.

Right away you want to connect to and establish relationships with people who matter, and then consider the  
major issues you will be facing with them and how these could be tackled.

You will:
• Explore critical stakeholders’ agendas and their level of support foryou.

• Brainstorm what strategies can be used to successfully influencethem.

• Understand differences in communication styles, and learn to adapt your communications to the
personalities of various stakeholders.

• Use insights into individual working styles and preferences to most effectively engage with stakeholders.

Head of  
Transformation

Board

CEO CFO

CIO

Peer executives

Business &  
functional unit 

leads

Chief Data
Officer

CHRO
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9030 60 180

Put it all together
Moving from intent to action requires aplan.

Your Lab culminates in the creation of a plan that you are confident to execute. The plan is populated with  
relevant milestones including issues that require immediate attention, as well as longer-term priorities that  
are critical to the success of the organization and your legacy.

The Lab is customised to your top priorities and based on  
the identified actions and how you will use your time, talent  
and relationships to achieve success.

Your 180-day plan
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Contacts

Hans Albers
Director Legal Management Consulting
halbers@deloitt.nl

Marianne Linzel
Senior Manager Legal Management Consulting
mlinzel@Deloitte.nl

Dominique Poot
Senior Manager Legal Management Consulting
dopoot@deloitte.nl
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